A progress report on philanthropy of the UC Santa Cruz Foundation, 2008–09

A message from the President

For over 140 years, the University of California has given more than one million Californians the opportunity to contribute to the wealth and quality of life in our Golden State. Current financial hurdles facing the state of California challenge the UC system to provide affordable access to this internationally recognized standard of public higher education. Reductions in state support over the past decade—especially severe in recent years—have put the long-term beneficial relationship between UC and the people of California at risk.

Private philanthropy has nurtured opportunity at UC Santa Cruz from the start, and this year has been no different. The outpouring of support from alumni, parents, staff and faculty, and our community friends has strengthened this uncommon place. Together we are building a new state-of-the-art library, uncovering the secrets of the universe and the human genome, creating new methods for communicating important ideas, and making a college education a reality for an increasing number of talented students with financial need.

Your support has allowed UCSC to provide the same opportunities for today’s students that I experienced as an undergraduate. Your generosity allows UCSC to accomplish its mission of academic excellence.

Thank you again for your support of UC Santa Cruz.

Gary D. Novack, Ph.D.
President, UC Santa Cruz Foundation
Private gifts making a difference

With over $30.5 million in private contributions during 2008–09, your support helped make this an outstanding fundraising year for UCSC.

Source of Private Funds: 2008–09
(Total: $30,535,236)

- Other Organizations: $9,878,421 (32.3%)
- Foundations: $3,388,010 (27.5%)
- Businesses: $5,003,835 (16.4%)
- Other Individuals: $4,329,947 (14.2%)
- Alumni: $1,594,300 (5.2%)
- Parents: $775,724 (2.5%)
- Faculty & Staff: $482,599 (0.5%)
- Campus Organizations: $84,400 (0.3%)

Use of Private Funds: 2008–09
(Total: $30,535,236)

- Other Purposes*: $15,453,249 (50.6%)
- Faculty Research: $7,125,820 (23.2%)
- Campus Improvement: $3,111,903 (10.2%)
- Student Support: $2,450,830 (8.0%)
- Department Support: $1,242,084 (4.1%)
- Instruction: $902,078 (3.0%)
- Unrestricted: $249,242 (0.8%)

*Gifts to the University Library, Arboretum, KZSC, Women’s Club, Farm & Garden, Affiliates, Extension, Sesnon Art Gallery, and other campus galleries.

UC Santa Cruz Endowment Growth: 2004–09
(Millions of dollars)

UC Santa Cruz Endowment Performance: 2004–09
(Total percentage return for fiscal year ending June 30)

Annual Rate of Inflation

Comparison Performance Value Benchmark return based on the University of California’s Office of the Treasurer’s composite of performance indices. See http://www.ucop.edu/treasurer/investinfo/investment_info.html

Seeing is believing...
UC Santa Cruz Foundation Board of Trustees

The UC Santa Cruz Foundation is a nonprofit, all-volunteer organization formed in 1974 to support the University of California, Santa Cruz. In close partnership with UCSC’s chancellor, faculty, and staff, the Foundation encourages and accepts private gifts to address critical campus needs not met by state funds.
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President, 1991–93
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Source of Gift

- Other Individuals: $1,230,948 (41.3%)
- Alumni: $585,398 (19.6%)
- Parents: $496,325 (16.7%)
- Corporate: $326,054 (10.9%)
- Other Sources: $223,091 (7.5%)
- Foundations: $104,649 (3.5%)
- Campus Organizations: $13,910 (0.5%)

For Use by Activity Center

- Arts Division: $720,434 (24.2%)
- PBS Division: $573,504 (19.2%)
- Student Affairs: $534,947 (17.9%)
- Chancellor’s Office*: $430,212 (14.4%)
- Soc Sci Division: $331,640 (11.1%)
- Colleges: $142,153 (4.8%)
- Humanities Division: $97,109 (3.3%)
- Library: $85,100 (2.9%)
- Engineering: $85,276 (2.2%)

* Covers campuswide programs including unrestricted financial aid

Annual Giving Totals: 2004–09

- 2004–05: $2,720,524
- 2005–06: $2,780,375
- 2006–07: $2,800,375
- 2007–08: $2,850,375
- 2008–09: $2,980,375
Between July 1, 2008, and June 30, 2009, more than 14,000 alumni, parents, staff and faculty, individuals and organizations supported UC Santa Cruz with gifts totaling $30.5 million. This Honor Roll of Donors acknowledges those contributors.

PHILANTHROPY TRANSFORMING STUDENT LIVES

Private support for students more than doubled from the previous year to over $2 million. Funds primarily provide undergraduate scholarships and graduate fellowships, transforming the lives of students who might not otherwise be able to attend the university.

In only its second year, the Parents Fund raised more than $180,000 as families channeled their support toward student activities, scholarships, and other aspects of the student experience. In addition, parents made targeted gifts to support the purchase of specialized equipment for the Film and Digital Media program and to create a fellowship in interdisciplinary environmental research.

“In these difficult economic times, the success of our fundraising effort is extraordinary,” said Chancellor George R. Blumenthal. “It reflects the wide-ranging support UC Santa Cruz enjoys and the willingness of a growing number of private donors to help the campus in an era of eroding public funding for the university. We depend on their support to bridge the gap and create opportunity.”

For information about supporting UCSC’s exceptional students, contact Kathleen Hughes at (831) 459-4552 or khughes@ucsc.edu. To give online, go to giving.ucsc.edu.
Sun Microsystems
UCSC Alumni Association
Harry Warren (d)
Brett Weston Archive

**Gifts $300,000 to $999,999**

Agouron Institute
Anonymous
Morley and Frances Baer (d)
Elspeth Bobbs
Chevron Oil Field Research
Community Foundation of Santa Cruz County
Crown Zellerbach Foundation
Ellison Medical Foundation
Flora Family Foundation
Global Solutions for Infectious Diseases
Walter and Elise Haas Fund
Clarence Heller Charitable Foundation
IBM Corporation
Intel Corporation
James Irvine Foundation
William and Susan Irwin (d)
Pirkle F. Jones (d)
John and James Knight Foundation
Jean H. Langenheim (d)
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Roberta Lumb (d)
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**Gifts Totaling $250,000 to $499,999**
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Robert and Virginia Heinlein (d)
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Paul (d) and Anne E. Irwin
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Barbara Lee Jorgensen (d)
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David E. Kaun (d)
Kearney Foundation of Soil Science
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Landmark Graphics Corporation
Estate of Erik M. Lauritzen
Erik Lauritzen (d)
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Gloria and Ken Levy
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Gerena Macgowan Trust
March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation
Nion T. McEvoy (’74)†
Microelectronics Advanced Research
Mitsubishi Corporation
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Rebele Living Trust
Pat (’88)† and Rowland Rebele
Damon Runyon Cancer Research Foundation
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Russell Sage Foundation
San Francisco Estuary Institute
Barbara M. Shields
Norman Shields (d)
Steve Silberstein
Stephen Silberstein Foundation
Mary Solari
Richard Solari (d)
Sony Computer Entertainment America
Clement and Jessie Stone Foundation
George B. Storer Foundation
Sunlight Foundation
Mary Thush (d)
Clay B. Tousey

United Jewish Appeal Federation of Greater New York
Wayne and Gladys Valley Foundation
Wallace Genetic Foundation
Helen and Will Webster Foundation
Joanne Woodward
Xilinx Corporation
Donald and Marion Younger (d)
YY Labs

**Gifts Totaling $100,000 to $249,999**
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Estate of Charles Cowan
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Charles Dana Foundation
Danforth Foundation
Jerold C. Davis
Margarette Didden-Iklen (d)
Dow Chemical Company Foundation
Jormet and Sylvia Drexler (d)
Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation
Merritt Duncan Trust
Yolanda and Chris Dybdahl (d)
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Dorothy Nadine Emigh (d)
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Evans and Sutherland
Lawrence Ferlinghetti
Booth Ferriss Foundation
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First National Bank, San Jose
Max Fleischmann Foundation
Flintridge Foundation
Ford Motor Company
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William H. Gates, Sr.
J. Paul Getty Trust
Global Software Corporation
David B. Gold Foundation
Elaine Gold
Helen Younger Goode
W. T. Grant Foundation
M.R.C. Greenwood (d)
Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation
Halliday Foundation
Layne Halliday (d)
John Halveson (d)
Clara-Belle Hamilton (d)
Rose Hand (d)
Ruth Hare (d)
Headstrong Services
Heller Charitable and Educational Fund
Hewlett-Packard Company Foundation
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories
William Hilton and Elena Delgado
George Hitchcock (d)
Elise Hoffman (d)
Thelma Hoffman (d)
Hoffmann-LaRoche Corporation
Emmett Hooper (d)
Lee T. Hooper
Haif (d) and Dottie Hyde
Pershia Hyde (d)
Hyde Family Trust
Bruce Hyman
InterMune Corporation
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Islands Fund
Charlotte Jackson (d)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
2008-09 Giving to UCSC by class year*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Donation</th>
<th>Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>$225</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>$7,701</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>$3,180</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>$24,581</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>$56,697</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>$26,024</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>$61,374</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>$35,512</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>$343,874</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>$94,683</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>$40,491</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>$37,604</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>$38,171</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>$70,576</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>$24,659</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>$11,659</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>$26,220</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>$114,254</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>$20,422</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>$32,980</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>$23,261</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>$24,981</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>$33,843</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>$20,694</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>$49,150</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>$18,624</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>$9,645</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>$11,039</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>$10,107</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>$25,450</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>$15,019</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$8,792</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$18,540</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>$7,430</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$21,508</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>$6,489</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>$20,307</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>$5,282</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>$4,940</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>$4,146</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>$10,962</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>$3,392</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>$3,718</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>$275</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reunion years are highlighted
Trianon Press
Else Triebig (d)
Thomas‡ and Patricia Vani◊
Antonia (‘75) and Isabel Velasco (‘77)†∆
VIA Technologies
Victor Technologies
Judy L. (‘71)◊ and Carl E. Walsh‡∆
William and Denise Watkins
Gerald Weber (‘80)# and Suzanne Holt
Weiss Family Trust
Jean and Timothy Weiss∆
Wells Fargo Bank
Wells Fargo Foundation
Westcliff Foundation
Western Geco
Albert‡ and Eleanor (d) Whitford
Mary Wickum
Ronald J. Wickum (d)
Wionics Research
Bruce Woolpert (d)
Working Partnerships USA
Stephen and Jean Wyckoff (d)
Wyse Technology
Yaho◦
Viola Zorn (d)
Gloria Zuniga
Guillermo Zuniga (d)

21st Century Club
Anonymous
Charles (‘72) and Elaine Adams
Anonymous
Rolf Augustine†
Marietta Louise (‘71) and Stephen Bartoletti
Jack Baskin‡ and Peggy M. Downes Baskin‡
Kathy and Richard Beal
Martin Birnbach
Chip (‘75) and Mary Bissell
Mamie Bodek (‘74) and Edwin Moss
Rita and Thomas Bottoms
Walter (‘74) and Betsy Boyes
Betsy Buchalter Adler (‘70)† Joseph F. Bunnett
Wayne (‘72) and Judy Burger
Linda Burman-Hall
Joan Cook
Alex (‘70) and Nancy Dare
Adam Davidow (‘97)# and Ondine Vierra
Jim (‘79) and Jean Davidson
Pamela Davis (‘85)
Bill Dickinson (‘68)
Sharon Dimberger◊
David Doden‡
Mary Doden
Mary Doyle (‘74)† and David Greenwood
Sherwood Dudley‡
James Duncan
Yolanda◊ and Chris Dybdahl◊
Allan Dyson‡ and Susan Cooper
Mark Engel (‘75)◊
Kenneth (‘71)‡ and Moira (‘72) Feingold‡
Warren Felt and Dolly Arond◊
Richard Fenno (‘73) and Jan Gillispie
Renée Flower (‘79)# and Jim MacKenzie◊
John Gamman (‘74)
Deborah and Keith Gardener
Aviva Garrett (‘75) and David Doshay (‘82)∆
Lee and Dan Gilbert∆
Allan (‘67)† and Nan Goodman
Margaret Gordon◊ and Alan Ritch◊
William Grant
Barbara and Ronald‡ Grieson
Tom Griggs (‘75)
Isebll V. Grunh and Dale R. Johnson‡
Paul J. Hall (‘72)†
Joan Harrington-Trebeth
Jennifer Hassett (‘76)
W. Kevin Hassett (‘76)
Elise Hermann (‘73)
George Hitchcock∆
George Hofford∆
Mark Hofstadter (‘70) and David Zurlin
Rusten Hogness (‘93) and Donna Haraway◊
Kathleen Hughes (‘89)◊ and Kate McGirr†
Hal◊ and Dottie Hyde
Anne E. Irwin
Virginia and George Jansen
Heln Johnson
Verna Johnston
Fred Keeley
David Kirk◊
Stephen C. Klein (‘72)◊
David# and Rachel Kliger
Jayne Ann Castle Krentz (‘70) and Frank Kreutz
Peter Lambert (‘75)
Jean H. Langenheim#
Nancy Lenz
Allison Rubenstein Levy
Valerie Lovett
Bruce (‘79) and Linda Lymburn
George‡ and Linda Malloch
Lorraine Margon
Donna Maurillo (‘78)∆
Jay D. McEoy
Barbara and Charles McFadden
Jane McHenry
Charles Merrill Jr.
Kathryn Metz" Whitney (‘82) and Richard Miller (‘79)★
Penelope Mudd
Elizabeth Mullen
Kyoko M. "Kit" Mura-smith (‘75)†
Florence Nelson (‘72)
Anne F. Neufeld Levin# and Paul Levin
Gary (‘73)# and Dona Novack
Andrew Orleans (‘83)
Dan Porter (‘70)
Holly Ray (‘76)
Pat (‘88)# and Rowland Rebele
Janet Reed∆
Karen Rhodes (‘77) and Robert Weiner (‘83)#
Randal Rogers (‘78)
Ise E. Rowe
Michael L. Scharfenstein
Carroll Seron
Barbara M. Shields
Robert Seker
Jeff Skala (‘85)
M. Brewer◊ and Deborah Smith
Audrey Stanley
Jean and Jim Stanley
Loren Steck (‘73)◊# and Annette Yee
Geraldine Sweet◦

Alumni Contributors

Class of 1966
Lawrence Roselle∆

Class of 1967
Barbara and Gene Bullock-Wilson
Lawrence Campbell
Robert and Carol Dodge
Elaine and Michael Fresco*§
Joseph and Hillary Goldberg
Allan! and Nan Goodman
David and Margie Guggenheim
Dane and Kathleen+ Hardin* Enrique and Brett de Bary
John Wilkes#

Class of 1968
Bruce Buckingham
Bill Dickinson
William and Donna Drukker
Kathleen◊ and Dane Hardin*
Allan and Andrea Harris
Maria Tankenson Hodge
Cynthia Koenigsberg
David Lewis and Liz Sandoval-Lewis◊
Paul Markowitz and Renee Lancon
Arlene Dorn Trowbridge
Larry and Crispin Walton
Natalie and Robert Warren
Steve Zoloth

Class of 1969
Margaret Raines (Morton) Smith and David Smith
Marc H. Harens
Christopher Ames and Carol Blanton*
Michael and Margaret Arighi∆
Timothy A. Beard
Sarah and Norman Bedell
Robert and Nancy Bell*
Patiicra Bennett and Timothy Parker*
Patrick S. Berdge
Jill Betz
Barbara A. Booth
David Brick and Mary Male
James W. Brown
Ellen Bulf
Barbara and David Bunker

Class of 1970
Clifford A. Bernier
Carol Blanton and Christopher Ames*
Betsy Buchalter Adler
Raymond Cadell and Toni Moore*
Charlotte Batton
Scott G. Clayton
Stephanie Wood Coleman
Richard and Elizabeth Condit*
Carl and Misty Cork
James Crane and Karla Forsythe
Teresa A. Dahlgren
Alek and Nancy Darr
Sheila Dillman
Cheryl Doering and Robert Lange
Daniel and Nancy Doyle*
Steven and Laura Droge
Melanie and Robert Ferrando
Rhonda G. Fisher
Mark R. Giles
David Gleason
Jeffrey and Sarah Grant
Michael* and Sally Graydon
Anita Harten-Kroeber* and Karl Kroeber*
Tom and Marlene Haskell
John and Diane Hickok*∆
Susan and Robert Hughes*∆
Peder and Nancy Jones
Carolyn Karnos
Roxanne Kellam and Leslie Brandt
Carole and Al* Kelley*
Linda Lampson and Mark Meierding*∆
Philip and Carol Lingnan∆
Judith and John Luce
Alexander MacKay and Nancy Van Deusen
Norma J. Maraschin
Anthony and Nancy Marsh
Michael and Alice Maseks*∆
Virginia McKinley
Maranell McKnew
Robert and Marilyn Moore
Kathleen and Naohiko Noguchi*∆
Deborah and Stuart Oppenheim*
Glenn Oppenheim∆
Linda Peterson
Susan P. Bruce and Bertram Bruce
Jeffrey Powell*
Kathleen and Leif Rideout
Adrien Rivino*
Thomas and Emily Rowe
Laurence and Lisa Rubinstein*
Heloise Schaser-Hughes and Gary Hughes∆
Steven and Alice Schnaidt
Peter and Jill Schubart
Isabelle◊ and Michael Scott∆
Paul Sherrill and Laurie Bair*
Zachary Sklar
Peter Solomon∆
Paul M. Sommers
Jeffrey and Nancy Sue
Anthony Thrall and Barbara Tinge
Carl Thune
Laurel Trask and Brian Connord
Susan C. Turbak
David Vaniman and Donna Gary*∆
Linton and Cecilia von Beroldingen*
Robin Waksull and Dennis Rutkin
Wendy Watson
Verne Weber
Stephen A. Weldon◊
Richard Weller
Elizabeth and John Whitaker
Ronald and Serena Whiting
Linda Sloss Woodside and Steven Woodside*

Class of 1971
Jack and Neli Aller*∆
Barbara and Sindo Amagdo∆
Maureen and Philip Armour
Laurie Bair and Paul Sherrill*∆
John Bakalis◊ and Sara Willbourne◊
Laurel A. Bangs
Barbara Beck and Tim Brattin
Christine Beckstrom
John Beland and Janet Parkins
Nancy and Robert Bell*∆
Eileen Blood-Golden and Don Blood
Randi Burke-Aguiar and James Aguiah
Margaret Butcher
Allen Carlson and Deanna Johnson
Charlie Channel
James P. Cluff
Singie and Robertt* Coe
Elizabeth and Richard Condit*
Sandu Cunha
Paul and Karen DeLay
Anna and John DeVore
Daniel and Jennifer Dickerson
Ken J.t and Katherine C. Doctor*∆
Michael J. Dorn
Karen Dutina∆
Kenneth A. and Moira G. Feingold*
Dale Friedman and Joan Bradus
John Gibbins and Terry Meyer∆
Douglas A. Goeppert∆
James Graham
Scott P. Harman
Tom Holsinger and Candace Peterson∆
Gary Holzhussen and Levi Tau-Holzhusen∆
Paul and Sheri Howe*
Robert Irons◊
Bette L. Johnson
Robert Johnson and Lauren Gilbert
Emily Kaplan
Lauren and William Keenan∆
William E. Keig
Karl Kroeber and Anita Harten-Kroeber*
Jim and Carol Lapsley*
Timothy and Barbara Leach
Edward and Maryann Lee
David Leibowitz and Katherine Young
Sten Lenox and Sakaie Fujita∆
Schon Levy and Michael Fehler
I. Luster
Alice and Michael Maseks*∆
Linda McCoy
Elizabeth and William Menkin*∆
Jefrey and Phyliss Miller
Mark and Caprice Moran
David Morrison
Janet and Dennis Mulshine∆
Kitty Taylor Okamoto
Chris E. Petzar
Lloyd Price and Katherine Matlock∆
Kristina Quade
Gary and Clifford Quayle
John and Angela Rickford
Kenneth R. Robertson
Anne Rosensweig and James Williams
Liz Sandoval⁰ and David Lewis*◊
Craig Schaffer
Joanne Scherr and Michael Butnik
Douglas and Virginia Scott
Roz Spafford# and John Isbister#
Dianne Suechini and Philip Drell
Pam Swift and Robert Ludwig◊
Susan I. Swift
Robert W. Thomas
Tori and Price Thomas
Edmond Trainor
Leah Aliu Valencia
Maria von Brinchen

Judy L. O. and Carl E. Walsh∆
Mike Weber
Melanie McCabe White and Frank White
Martha Hunt Wilson
Martha Wolf
Frank Zwart◊ and Julia Armstrong-Zwart◊

Class of 1972
Marc Alexander and C. Campbell
Glenn David Bartz
Barbara Beerstein and George Badger
George T. Bennett
Laurie Bennett
Anne Beroza and Alan Spirtus
Steven and Mary Bignell
Tobeylynne Birch and Michael Cowan
Andrew Buchwalter
Karina and Craig Buck
Gabriele Burkardt and Bjorn Lambrihtsen
David M. Campbell
Julie L. Chang
Irene Chennell and Mark Steidemann
John C. Coffey
Patricia Brown Coughlan and Scott Hale
Anthony and Victoria de Alucaz
Lee Draper and Thomas Paiva∆
Susanne L. Dykman
Marcia Elingham*∆
Bruce A. Engelbert
Thomas English and Vicki Ono*
Moira G. and Kenneth A. Feingold◊∆
Delores I. Garcia
Daniel Goldstein and Jason Lahan
Susan and Alan Goldstein
Cavil and Lillian Gordon
Elinor Hall and Kenneth Venzke
Paul J. Hallt
Jennie Hartman
Donna E. Healey
Eric and Gail Heit◊
Barbara A. Huff and Paul Compton*
Randall and Carol Huth
Linda Ishihara and Eugene Wing
Bruce and Candis Kerns
Joan Namahana Kerr
Stephen C. Kleint
Robert and Susan Koeppen
Melissa and Larry Kurtz
John Laird and John Flores
Charles and Arlene Lapin
Rupert and Mary Luntio
Martin H. Mackey
Lynn Mally and Robert Moeller
Marilyn and Dennis Martin
Steven and Diana Medckfessel
David and Ann Meir
Michael T. Melville
Sharon M. Miller
Steven◊ and Corinne◊ Miller◊∆
Joyce A. Mitchell
Florence Nelson and Terence Cuff◊
Robert and Jennifer Niederman
Claire Nitti Fenton
Naohiko and Kathleen Noguchi*∆
Janet Parkins and John Beland
Alyce and Richard Prudden
Gary Racusin and Nancy Moss-Racusin*∆
Walter Rask

James and Janet Respers◊∆
Jane and Jeff Rhodes
John and Rosa Rick∆
Gordon◊ and Tanya Ringold∆
Lisa Rose◊ and Kenneth Koenig
Bill Rota
Lisa and Laurence Rubinstein*
Robert and Alison Sawyer*
Mark and Linda Schaefer*
Lee Staff
Debra Spencer and James Rolens*
Susan and Thomas Spitz∆
Stephen J. Vincent
Cecilia and Linton von Beroldingen*
James and Kathryn Waldon
Carol Pilz Weiskopp and Gene Weiskopp
Jess Whitehill
Linda Wilshusen⁰ and Rock Pfotenhuener*
Dan L. and Elly Wolf
David S. Zinn

Class of 1973
Paul Baren
Gloria and Philip Barker*
Jean Gary Barowy
David and Marcia Battin*∆
Kevin and Katherine Biddle
Donna Blakemore and Erik Suekerbrop∆
Larry C. Blaszczak
Belinda Boulter and Davis Straub*
Robert and Thelma Brooks
Claudia Brown
Clair Arthur Carlson Jr. and Pamela Carlson
Laura Carrick and Bela Ciklee*
Paul Compton and Barbara A. Huff*◊
Jennifer Cook
Ellen B. Cooper
Katherine C. and Ken J. Doctor*∆
Nancy and Daniel Doyle*∆
Philip Drell and Dianne Suchika*
Sue and Richard Dumlter
Rosanna and Chris Dybdahi*∆
Rick and Carol Edson*∆
Mitchell and Agnes Feigenberg
John and Shirley Finser
Douglass J. Forbes
Paul T. Fuller∆
Carol Gauldt
B. Charles Glenn
John and Ysida Gutierrez*
Neal Halton and Jessica Lauffer
James R. Hein
Anthony and Louise Huang
Craig Ishida and Barbara Teford
Kenneth E◊ and Lizzanne W. Jensen*∆
Samuel Johnson and Katherine Moore◊∆
Rick Jones and Karen Christensen
John Keith and Kimlin McDaniel-Keith*∆
Larry C. Kells
Ronald M. Kelly
Kathryn Kennedy and Charles Disalvo
John and Janice King∆
Richard and Pamela Kittler
James Laffan and Kate Brooks*∆
Charles and Jennifer Lawson
Tim Laver
Frank S. Lloyd
Karen E. Lynch◊∆
Evelyn and Cleveland Mangham
Jonathan Marlowe and Toni Fox
Demian and Peggy Martin
Marcia G. Martin
William W. McOmie
Suzanne Meyer and Jerry Budin
Robin K. Miller
Kathy Minerva
Laurie Devos Moore
Chalon and Sandy Mullins
Gregory Nolten and Kathleen Starkey
Sloan Nota and Robert McKeen
Gary and Dona Novack
John and Ken Nyere
Patti and Michael Oblath-Johnsrud
Ron Olson
Linda J. Philips
Suzanne Reed
Ziggy Rendler-Bregman and Jesse Bregman
Indira and Saiful Rimkeit
Carol Rivin and Thomas Dietterich
Michael W. Rodenburger
Raymond and Grasiela Rodriguez
Sandra and Dennis Barnes
Philip and Gloria Barker
Maxine H. and Phillip Balma
Mary Fran and Dane# Archer
William Alschuler
Alan Allwardt and Jane Reid
Kathryn and Stanley Scott
Patty Short
Rick and Kate Simpson
Jerald and Terry Spodick
Richard Stanley and Helen Gibbons
Alice Stask
Loren Steck and Annette Yee
Robert N. Stephens and Julie Packard
Gleno and Anna Stewart
Vaughn and Patty Stumpf
Kathryn D. Sullivan
Rebecca and John Tammen
Richard Vasquez and Carmen Robles
Glenn Willhite
Dennis and Lee Williams
Michael K. Woot
Karen Yamashita and Ted Kitada
Gary and Peggy Young
Jim Zalinski

Class of 1974
Martha and Jim Akropol
Allan Allwardt and Jane Reid
William Alscher
Mary Fran and Dane Archer
Maxine H. and Phillip Balma
Phillip and Gloria Barker
Sandra and Dennis Barnes
Marcia and David Battin
Bruce Carroll Bailey
Ken and Melinda Block
Kate Brooks and James Laffan
Michael Brown and Laura Malakoff
Steven R. Brown
Rick and Adele Burke
Louise and Robert Byer
Thomas and Patricia Chiu
Jim and Angie Christman
Christopher Connery and Mary Scott
Ten teny Cuff and Florence Nelson
Robert Daniel
Steve and Julia Davenport
Frederick R. Detmer
Martin and Jill Dodd
Mary Doyle and David Greenwood
Charles Eadie and Kimberley Cary
John and Mary Eagle
Shimmering Eagle
Carol and Rick Edson
Mary E. Furlong
Barry Galef and Ellen Post
John Gamman
Rosemary Gartner
Sally Gibert
Beth Gleichrom
Harold Glaub and Chinsu Huang
David W. Graves
Elizabeth McKinne
Charlie Haas
Deborah and William Hackett
Bradford B. Hall
Gallo and Eric Heit
Nancy and Daniel Hendrix
Deborah Sherry Hersh
Ellen and Robert Hirth
Richard Hogan and Nicole Roger-Hogan
Eric and Suzanne Iken
Nancy Lynn Jacobson
Mark and Amy Jarman
Susan Jensen
Roger E. Johnson
Maryann Jones
Joshua and Jeanne Kaplan
Tressa and Daniel Kentner
Robert and Michele Kiibrick
Daniel Klein and Rosanne Skirble
Linda Jane Kole
Marlyn Sue Lee
Peg and William Lenarz
Greg Lewis and Gene Taylor
Alan and Robin Lillien
John Lindley
Susan and Michael Litman
Victor Mancha
Gerry Mandel
Gerard and Nancy Mannion
Shelly and James Mason
Gary and Margaret McDonald
Nion T. McEvoy
Gail McGovern and H. Gordon Cox
Katherine Jean McHale
Allan and Nancy Meyer
Gail Michaelis-Ow and George Ow
Berkeley Miller and Claudia Lawrence
Martha M. Minnick and Kent E. Snyder
Lawrence Moskowitz and Louise Packard
Dency and Moira Nelson
Nancy and Henry Niles
Carol and Wilson Pace
Julie Packard and Robert N. Stephens
Les and Fred Phillips
Rebecca Picard and John Allison
Patricia and David Pittsinger
Mark and Franca Pisoner
Diane and Gary Ransomb
Michael Raymer and Kathleen Lindlan
Donna Reid
Joanne Reiter and Burney Le Boeuf
David and Barbara Rhoades
Josephine Arroyo Rosen
Lynne G. and Stuart Rovin
Pamela Valek-Sachse
Paul David Sawi
Cheryl Scott and Stephen Robinson
Rachael Spencer and Kevin Rooney
Scott and Camelia Sutorius
Jeffrey M. Tanzer
Christopher Tarp
Robert J. Thomas and Rosanna Hertz
Kimberley and Bruce Tolley
Heather J. Urquhart
Suzanne and Gerald Van Wieren
Paul Wagner and Margaret Clark
Charles K. Wake
Marjorie Washek
Timothy G. Watts
Lawrence and Joanna Wesccher
Steve M. Welschowski and Robin J. Fawkes
Diana G. Whitesides
Priscilla S. Winslow
Kathryn Wunderlich and John Mackesey
Daniel Zimmerlin and Elizabeth Stern

Class of 1975
Patricia Adams and William Manson
B. Allen and F. Krueger
Eliza and Arthur Anderson
Linda Arnold and Edward Hearn
Chip and Jan Bates
Bernie Bayless
Eric M. Borg
Donna Forkosh Brown
Leita Coleman Brown
Larry Bruggera and Sharon Noguchi
Steven and Barbara Carlson
Warner Chabot and Felicia Marcus
Margaret Clark and Paul Wagner
Karen A. Cogswell
Brooks Collins
Melrose Cunanan-Schwartz and Martin Schwartz
Michael Dalby and Genine Scelfo
Debbie Delatour
J. Michael Dessert
Mark Engel
Jane Fabian
Felicia and Steve Feller
Margarita S. Fox
Aviva Garrett and David Doshay
Donna Gary and David Vaniman
James and Susan Gill
Robert J. Glaser Jr. and Christine Glaser
John P. Grabe
Mark S. Grossman
Cynthia Lorraine Guyer
John Hamstra and Lori Riven
Bryan Harrington
Larry Hill and Christine Archer
Caryn Hoffman and James Plate
Mary Hogan and Eric Newton
Suzanne and Eric Iken
Patricia Ito
Michael D. James
Amy and Mark Jarman
Andres Jimenez
Pamela K. and Mark Johansen
Peter Lambert
Carlisle Landel and Kathleen Lawler
James C. Langdel and Dainie Cozzens
Rud Lawrence
Esther and Gerry Levendoski
Stephen Lewis
Fred Linker and Mary Miller
Catherine and Charles MacLellan
Thomas Manos and Jody Liddicott
Kim Louis Mannenthal
Joel and Shayne Marine
Steve Marsh
Mike and Renee Marx
S. B. Master and James Symonds
Tim and Heather Matthews
Patricia Allison McCory
Martha McGinnis and Donald Wittman
Pamela Mellon
Bessie and Harry Miller
Barbara K. Mosle
Theresa and John Musser
Jim E. Nelson and Catherine Hobley
Henry and Nancy Niles
John and Sandra Nishio
Cynthia and Lars Nordstrom
Roberto and Sandra Ocampo
Marlyn Oshio
Wilson and Carol Peace
Beata Panagopoulos
Tim and Theresa Phillips
Gary Pichilke and Elizabeth Herbert
Margaret and Gary McDonald
Timothy S. Rattray
Janet and James Respess
Gary S. Ribar
John and Dianna Robbins
Roy and Marsha Rocklin
David and Susan Rose
David Rosenstein
Joanna Miller Runear
Dan and Karen Ryan
Steven and Luanne Sacks
Charlotte M. Sax
Petee Sheehy
James and Margaret Shroyer
James and Wendy Skinner
Debbie and Craig Stimpson
Edward and Cathi Sweeney
Nancy A. Taylor and David Walker
David Bridge Teton-Landis
Bruce and Kimberley Tolley
Amanda Topper
Robert and Joylene Wagner
Jan and Susan Walton
Robert and Ingrid Walker
Palmer Marie Waters
Robert Watten
Ruth Pearl Wilson
Mary Woodward and Ronald Inman
Joel Young and Deborah Bain
Carl B. Zimm

Class of 1976
Robert Fowkes and Roberta Rinearson
Robin M. Akert
Deborah Bain and Joel Young
Bill and Kathy Baumann
Jesse Bregman and Ziggie Rendler-Bregman

* Donors to the Annual Fund
∆ Donors to the Circle of excellence
◊ Donors to the Marian Scholarship Fund
Steve and Mandy Blechman
Stephen Booth
Julia Glenn Carter
Kimberly Cary and Charles Eadie*
Eric Collins and Brenda Hansen
Mary Ellen Culley and Scott Smith
Beth Erviti
Gary W. and Yolanda Finn
Kevin Fiege
Bonnie Friedmann and John Cuninn
Mary and G. David Genocho*
Drew and Myra Goodman
Herman Gray# and Rosa-Linda Fregoso#
John and Sarah Gustafson*
Kate Gustavson
Mark Headley and Christina Pehl
Andrea Fredricka Hesse*
Vincent Edward Hunt
Margot and Paul Jacoby∆
Richard Kennedy and Roxanne Moger*
Rosalie A. King
Lorna Krkich and Ed Rodrigues
Monica Jawn Lake
Geoffrey and Sandra Langstaff
Julie Lightfoot and Paul McPherson*
Doug Liljegren
Michael and Debbie Linick
Ellen McEwen
Jeff W. Moehlenbruck
Christopher Nye
Edmund Ow
Allison Paschke and John Danskin*
Byron L. Patterson
Jane Reid and Allin Allwardt*
Debbie J. and Karl Rhoads
Robert and Andrea Sabatino*
Kathleen and Dan Salter*
Genine Scelfo◊ and Michael Dalbey◊
Lisa A. Schaechter
Karl Schaffer and Dorah Roseh
Michael Seffinger
Greg and Suzi Sellers∆
Gary S. Shameson
Cheryl Shanks and David Schaller
Beth Hope Shuster
Anne and William Skamrook
Mark Evan Stephens
Sally Stephens
Maya M. Suryaraman
Richard and Maureen Turman*
Daria Walsh and Bruce Mchamara*
Jeanette Z. Warne
Robert Weinert and Karen Rhodes*
Karen Hutchinson Wilbur
Helen Williams
Willie Williams (d)
Eric Zigman and Julia Chiapella

**Class of 1964**
Scott Brooke∆
Frank W. Brown
Cynthia Cass and David Wallace*
Garrett C. Chang
Julia Chiapella and Eric Zigman
Richard Civille
Brent and Sylvia Constantz
Tracy Miller DiGioia

Claire E. Ernst and Albert P. Bedecarre
Christine Fallon
Lynn Fink and Dave Roehr
Jerry and Kyoko Freeman*
Julian and Kristina Grantz*
Ruth and Tom Greenwood
Karen and Richard Gunderson*
John S. Haines
Phillip Heskett and Trudi James*
Jeremy Higdon
Digby Grant Horner
Seri and Paul Howe*
William Hoye
Kay M. and Todd Judson
Edward Keith
Gordon Lanser
Eileen Leary and Tom Burns*
Dart Lindsley
Charles Neal and Maria Felix-Neal*
Andy H. Madeira
Baldof and Kristen Marinovic†
Gary McCalla
Leo McCloskey and Susan Arhenius*∆
Linda D. McCue
Gerhard Metzen
Arwen P. Mohun and Erik Rau
Terry Montellano
Darrel Moore and Bradley Johnson
Nancy L. Morgan
Catherine and Daniel Mountjoy*
Beverly∆ and Craig Norleen
Rock Pottenhauer and Linda Wilhsusen*
James K. Pick
Robyn J. Pignone
Cyra and Mavis Ramezani
Lisa M. Ratto
Juliana Rebagliati
Michael and Willea Robinson
Susan and Paul Rockwell*
Narciso and Mary Rodriguez∆
Andrea and Robert Sabatino*
Marie Samples
Kari L. Silverman
Maya Linda Slocum∆
Mary Smith-Reynolds and Chris Reynolds
Michael S. Suckow
Maureen and Richard Turman*
Patrick and Beth Walker
David Waller
Gary Wartels
Robert and Madeline Weber∆
Terry Michael Welsh
Ben White
Wendy Davina Whitson
John S. Wimer
May Ann Wong

**Class of 1986**
Sally Arnold and Christine Weir*
Ricky Bluthenthal and Nancy B. Berglass*
Christopher and Holly Bolling
Daniel and Angela Braude
David S. Brodky
Naomi Brokaw◊ and Brian Moffet◊
Dennis J. Brown
Tammy Warner Campson
Neil Chin
Alison Cook-Sather
John Danokin and Allison Paschke*
Debbie Davis
Brandy Dean
Whitney Dixon and Dale Word
Sarah Donovan
Annette Emery and Patrick Cody

Maria Felix-Neal and Charles Neal*
David Fouquet
Rachel F. and Bruce Harris
Jeff Hayden
Kristina and Loren Smith
Ursula and Derrol Jones
Kirk and Jodi Kawagoe
Mitzi Kim-Seo
Margof and David Kipps
Dahy Klirner and Hope Michelsen
Susan and Tom Koontz
Nicholas Littlestone and Nancy Norris*
Audrey Lyndon and John Williams
Kevin E. Meaney
Steve Meister
Richard Merenbach
Alma Sfuentež and Daniel Moreno◊
Gary A. Moro◊
Trudie Muir
Colleen Mulholand and Robert Davis
Toh-Miang Ng
Brooke Anne Olivares-Laine
Michelle Paulsd
Krisen Prestidge and Timothy Ellis◊+
Steven Quandt
Jeanine Rodem and Guuntram Wolski
Thelma Sass
Alan Schneider
Scott and Peggy Seltz
Michael Shipley
Diane Sturgeon◊ and Kevin Fuisie◊
Julia E. Swieg
George Szudy
Margaret Theeuws
Gregory and Marjorie Tupper
Linda Valdes and Nicholas Biladello
Anne Wittenberg
Peter and Mary Yamashita
Frank and Paula Zazueta

**Class of 1987**
Rosalind L. Bennett
Kelly Brown and Aimee Spector*
Kristin Brown and Mahmoud Abu-Ajamia
Juliette Alexandra Carrillo
Mark Cassell and Amy Hanauer
Kate and Frederick Chen
Joe Colletti
Nancy Cox-Konepluski◊ and Joseph
Konopelski
Caroline A. Delaney
Jennifer Denning
Curtis Bowen Desilet
Mark and Terry Eastman
Leslie J. Evans
Jacqueline and Barry Geipel*
Jim Gilbert and Susan Orbach
Dennis Hogan
Cori Houston◊ and Jeff Traughtott
Mary James and George Cook
William Jardine
Donald and Nicki Kerns
Grant Marshall
Joan McBrien
Bruce Mcclamara and Darce Walsh*
Eric Mendelson
Andrew Miersmann and Bob Pederson
Class of 1989
Madeline Marie Adamczeski
Linda and William Anderson
Michael Arenson and Susan G. Dahlgren
Anthony Barreiro
Lesley and Steven Bell*
Edward Blair
Joy B. Brawn
Douglas Dirks and Rise Anne Keller*
Jordan Einbinder and Danielle Hammerman*
Nancyº and Ronº Enomoto
Carleton Russell Eyster
Richard Gendron and Ruth Thibodeau*
Barry Grigsby and Robert Irion*º
Kathleen Hughesº and Kate McGrirº
John Sungorsk Kauh
Kevin Keedyº and Paul Edwards
Richard Kimberly
James Kinoshita and Jean Cho*
Melinda Kirkpatrick
Jonathan and Tiffany Klein
Donna Kivame
Rose and Ronald LaMontº
Barbara Laurenceº and James O’Connor*
Michael Norman Mann
Martlyn Pacheco Mara
James and Karen McClennenº
John Michael McConnell
Donna Meyers and Roberta Hunter
Christine H. Millerº
Corinneº and Stevenº Millerº Δ
Charles and Kerry Mitchell
Lincoln Abraham Mitchell
Christine R. Mueller
Adam and Bonnie Nevitt*
Martha Rose Noble
Paul E. O’Connor
Marllyn and Gary Patton
George Rasula and Suzi Wong
Margaret and Mark Reed*
Maria Guadalupe Rochaº
Margaret Rose Rapphire
Elizabeth Emiko Rouan
Rachel Ruby and Andrew Day
Jeffery Runner and Javier Bautista
David Shuman and Hilary Bryant*
Brian Staufenbekeºº and Nicole Paiementºº
Christopher Stave
Cynthia Switalski
Donald Terry
Deborah Tirschwell
Bruce Wright Van Allen
Nancy Ann Wilcox
Erik Zinn and Daileth Foster*

Class of 1990
William Thompson Bacon
Timothy Best
Susieº and John Bower
Julia Elizabeth Breland
Vanessa Brown
Gregory Canillas
Mary Anne Carson

Janet Elizabeth Swann
Christopher and Tasha Turzo
Loetta M. Vann
John Zheng-Woo Wangº

Karen and Kurt Christiansen
Allison Claire and Teri McKown
Jeff and Tara Clark*
Robert J. Coontz
Andrew T. Dinh
Katherine and Matthew Doar
Kelly Donahue-Wallace
Philip Du Beau and Lora Martinº
Kristin Dyer and Eric Lechnerº
Kirk Tyre Edwards
Arthur and Pam Evans
Joshua T. Fodor
Annelle J. Foster
Daileth Foster and Erik Zinnº
David Allen Frederick
Douglas and Allison Garciaº Δ
Monica Garner-Craig and Garrett Craig
Steven A. Gottlieb
Mark Gundacker and Suzy Pak*
Brian M. Gwinn
Mark Thomas Henne
Jennifer and Michael Hernandez
Catherine Hills
Kathleen Hofvendahl-Clark and Kevin Clarkº
Russell D. Jacobson
William K. Karwin
Chris Kempter
Tehya Marie Kopp
Donald and Maria Larkin
Bao Si Le
Deirdre A. Longway and Charles Miller
Teresa Wade Malone and Eric Malone
Adam and Leila Moore*
Bryce M. Nakagawa
Glenn D. Nelson
Rafael and Lisa Ortiz
William Parooº and Diana Redfernº
Eric and Laura Reedº
Lisa Regul
Danielle Reo
Steve Richie and Lillian Tsaiº
Kent Demar Roberts
John D. Roesvamb
Brian Rossman
Ivette Ruiz
Anne and Conrad Seales*
Valerie Nico Sheehan
Jan Shirchild
Mara Elena Simmons
Sarah and Morgan Smith
Andrew and Jolene Snett
Jeffrey H. Stark
Deborah Tracy-Proulxº and Timothy Proulx
Stephanie Tudor and Conrad Hughenº
Cristina Valdez and Mark Picheº
Ruby Flores Velarde
Brian S. Vina
Jennifer and Eric Vuillermet
Stephen and Christine Watt
Andrew Harris Wolff
Dianeº and Lawrence Wolfsen

Class of 1991
Dorcas Noyes Abbott
David Wayne Allen
Rito Arellano
Sarah and Brian Aucoin
Emiliano Barron

Heather A. Blackmore
Fay and David Bohnº
Robin Bonner and Britt Rideout
Jocelyn A. Willett
John C. Browning
Phillip Arlington Calhoun
Deborah Cardinal and Martin Himmranº
Kevan L. Chu
Tara and Jeff Clark*
Aaron Cole
Farnaz Fatemï and Paul N. Skenezayº
Debbie Gordon
Rachel E. Goslin
Madeleine Heasler
Fred G. Hochstaedterº
Konrad Hughes and Stephanie Tudorº
Laura Ibarra
Ronald and Rose LaMontº
Shannon and Steven Lee*
Kristenº and Baldo Marinovicº*
Chris Markham
Karen and James McClennenº
Joshua A. Meyer
Britten A. Milesº
Jennifer Beth Miller
Cynthia Miranda
Daniel Orangeº and Bonnie Holmer-Olangeº
Suzy Pak and Mark Gundackerº
Mark and Margaret Reedº
Mary Elizabeth Reed
Ellen Reiterman
Mike Riege
Wolfgang H. Rosenberg and Norma Del Gaudio
Elizabeth Ruhlland
August H. Schilling
Conrad and Anne Seales*
Dan Sherman
Katherine Silverthorne
Cathy Smithwick
Carla Spencer
Daryle and Manuel Talavera
William True
Breck Tylerº and Martha Brownº*º
Anina Van Alstine
Karen and Frank Verpraetskus
Brian Wampler
Greg M. Watson
Percival J. Webster
Mark Wedel
Mia and Jim Whittingham
Joseph Melville Wright

Class of 1992
Glen K. Ahn
James Charles Almeida
Bruce Averv and Susan Gundunasº
Jennifer and Kevin Becker
Matthew J. Ciranni
Cate Cherry Corcoran
Tanya DeCell and Carl Rothº
Laurie Ann Dederen
Joseph and Susanne DesRoiº*
Pegg Dolgenos and Chris Neklason
Amy E. Eventtº
Margaret N.J. Gilº
Paula C. Gomezº*
Jeffrey Louis Greene
Phanindra and Chandramathi Jujavarapu
Haera and Henry Jun
Donald and Young Jung
Jae Young and Il Jean Jung
Steven Jung and Lois Barnes
Anne Marie Jungener
Robin and Ray Jurado
Robert S. Kahrs
Nancy and David Kaiser
Christine Kalb
Barry and Debra Kamel
Jean M. Kamps and William A. Hughes
Suzanne Kaifasek Kanner
Don and Sharon Kaplan
Emily and Tom Kaplan
Hayley and Gregory Kaplan
Lawrence Kaplan and Elke Reinhardt
Ruth E. Kaplan
Stephen and Susan Karon
Janet Kassouf and Lawrence Quan
Marie Jane Kastner
Annelies De Kater and Thomas Schleich
Anna and Gary Katsuki
Alisa and Howard Katz
Lois and Paul Kawata
Barney Keaney and Aileen Barr
Beatrice Keck and Wayne Haefele
Judy and Dale Keedy
Lauren and William Keenan
Kathy and Guy Kelley
Mary J. Kelly
Moira Kelly and Seth Kaplan
Thomas Kelly and Barbara Woodford
Alfred and Elaine Kendrick
Mary Kenkel
Cynthia Kenneally
Denise and Greg Kerfoot
Vicki and Jim Riley
Amrik Singh Khaira
Robertf and Michele Kibrick
Kumiko and Tokinori Kidera
David and Ann Kight
In and Hae Kim
Susan and Edward Kim
Moira and Robert Kimball
George and Flo Kimmerring
Kathleen Margaret Watson
Christopher and Sheila King
John and Janice King
Juana King
Laurie King
Noel King (d)
Roger and Jana King
William and Shellye Kingsbury
John Kirhara
Patricia and Robert Kirkaldie
Tracey and David Kirkland
Dan and Shawn Kish
Tim Klass and Karen Klobucher
Elise Klein and Lee Harwell
Joanne Klein
Margaret and Peter Kline
Tweed and Gary Kline
Sharon and Leslie Klinger
Robin and William Knutel
Debbie and Robert Koch
Ingrid Ursula Koch
Keith and Eileen Koch
Terry and James Kocsis
Gwen and Rod Koda
Vladimir and Lioudmila Kokoza
Lynn Eve Komaromi
Deborah and Som Konar
Brian and Sandra Konisch
Del and Dwight Kono
Maarten and Kimberly Korringa
Diane Kosters and Phil Broemel
Martin Matthew Kovacic
Kenneth Koyma and Stacie Hiramoto
Natalia Kozyreva
Katheryn and Chapin Krall
Heidi Kress
Yolanda and Tim Kress
Cathy and Stewart Kriegstein
Grady and Cheryl Kromer
Doug Kuepper
Gita and Raghavan Kulasekhar
Latha Kulavil and Dan Kulavil
Steve and Kristina Kulchin
Pratima and Anil Kumar
Rama and Vijaya Kunapuli
Emily Kuo and Liming Lu
Samuel and Leslie Kusie
Kristin Royce Kvitke
Norman La Force and Ming-Li Wang
Timothy and Betty La Franchi
Thomas and Julia La Grua
Joseph and Renee Lacara
Lionel and Rosalind Laferriere
James Laffan and Kate Brooks*
Carol and Phil Laird
Atul Lal and Deepa Mathur
Henry Lam and Anne Leong-Lam
Mimi C. Lam
Richard and Peggy Lamb
Michael and In Joo Lambert
Patricia and Nigel Lambert
Charles Landa
Matthew Lando
Bruce and Nanette Lane
Irene H. Lang
Jordon Lang
Ann Laning
William Larkin
Mark and Kathleen Larson
Emily and Michael Laskin
Stephanie Laszlo and Charles Rath
Donald Lathen and Nancy Newman
Debbie Lathrop
Ernie Lavorini and Elizabeth Doyle
Awan and Connie Law
Howard and Virginia Law
Xiao and David Law
Susan Marie Lazaar
Tracy Le
Sandra and Matt Leach
Janel Jo Leal
Charles and Madeline Leavitt
Thomas and Jeanne Lebon
Louise Ledeen
Ann Lee
William and Ardath Lee
Choi and Ta Lee
Edith Lee
John and Junko Lee
June Lee and Robert Justice
Margaret and Sherwood Lee
Maria and Moonho Lee
Rosa H. Lee
Jane Lee and Chia-Pin Hsiao
David Leinweber and Marguerite Moreno
Kam and Valerie Leitner
Stan Lekach and Julie House
Julie and Ronald Lem
Don and Paula Lemmer
Kathy and Terrence Lennon
Marcy Ann Lenzen
Martha and Jose Leon
Margaret Leonard and Clare Sheils
Irene and Louis Leong
Barbara Lesser
Michael and Karen Lesyna
Catherine Leung
Charlene Leung
Dennis and Cissy Leung
Fanny and Simon Leung
Barbara Levasseur
Oz and Anna Leiva
Arnold and Colleen Levin
Judith and William Levin
Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers
Eileen and Mark Lewis
Eugene and Shahnaz Lewis
Joan Lewis
Kelly J. Lewis
Robert and Barbara Lewis
Sherri and Mark Lewis
Rosilia Leyva
Glen Ernesto Lezama
George Li and Lynn Chan
Minnie and Corry Liang
Amadeo and Emilia Libaste
Margaret and Parker Libby
Thomas and Haydee Licari
Allen and Jacqueline Lichtenstein
William and Janet Lide
David and Geri Lieby
Jane and Geh-Hoh Lii
John and Teri Likely
Anna and William Likens
Kevin Lilly
Anne Lin
Sandra Jeannette Linares
Thomas and Barbara Lincoln
Patricia and Thomas Linder
Ann and David Lindsay
Sharon Lindvall
John and Nancy Lingemann
Carol and Philip Lingman
Terry and Connie Lingen
Maria and Manuel Linhares
Robert and Carmel Linn
William and Kathleen Linn
Jia-Yuh Liou and Eric Tsai
Tamiki Litke
Moira Little and Gail Riley
Robert Little
Sara Lively and Douglas Hopkinson
Anne Lober
Donna M. Lohrmann
Quan and Yoko Loi
Wai-Bong and Bessie Lok
Barry and Sarah Londer
Pam London

Tracy Long
Rabin and John Longfield
Wanda Long-Thompson and Elshon Aiken
Les Mark Lorenzo
Eileen and Richard Love
Susan and Bryan Lovegren
Tom Lowe and Barbara Cordis-Lowe
Carolyn and Bruce Lowenthal
Joseph and Judith Lowry
Regina Lozano
Esther and Gary Lucas
Kimberly Luciani
Mary and Paul Lueren
Thomas and Teresa Lunzer
Bonnie and Hung Luong
Thomas and Carol Lustenader
Buu and Denise Luu
Jesper Lykke and Linda Brown-Lykke
Bruce and Christine Lyon
Christy Maccabe and Mike Shutt
Janice Macchia
Scott and Linda Macdougall
Tracey Lynn Maccladyen
Sally Macintyre and John Melack
Sally Frances Mackey
Jim and Doree Macrae
Percy and Ruben Madamba
Jose and Maria Madrid
Steve Madwin
Magdalena Romero Magana
Elizabeth and Jerry Magee
Patricia Maglasang Bozonier
William and Kathleen Magleby
John and Roberta Maguire
Ashutosh and Rajyashree Malaviya
Fontaine A. Malisios
Donal and Joyce Mallonee
Leslie and David Malloy
Laurie and Daniel Malmgren
Denis and Debra Malone
Carol and Robert Mammom
Arsenio Mandiag
Marc and Susan Mangel
Steven and Nancy Mangel
Russell and Peggy Manlapig
Charles and Jen Mann
Gerald and Angela Mann
Gerard and Nancy Mannion
Fe and Elo Maravilla
David Marbain
Denise Melinda Marco
Richard and Sharon Marcus
Ingrid Andrea Marfield
Melvin and Abby Margolis
Karl and Randa Marhenke
Ronald and Susan Mark
Jeffrey and Creda Markham
Gary and Sheri Markowitz
Lisa and Jay Markowitz
Michael Martin
Roger Martin and Phyllis Shibata
Dilia and Jesus Martinez
Margaret Martinez
Violet and Robert Martinez
Josephine Martino-Beer
Tiersa Martin-Porras
Carrie H. Masdeo
Alice and Michael Masek*
Cameron and Mercedeh Mashouf
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Timothy McDermott
Gary and Andrea McDonald
Harry and Fredaline McDonald
Ken and Teresa McDonald
Timothy McDonough
Claire McEarchen
Kathleen McEligot
Charles and Barbara McFadden
Christopher McFadden
Elizabeth and Patrick McFadden
Suszi McFadden
Leslie and Scott McGilvray
Duffy McGinn
Don McGrain
Joseph McGrath
Paul McGrath
Patricia McGuigan
Priscilla McGuire-King and John A. King
Dean and Jacquelin McHenry
Jane McHenry
Diana and Kirk McIntosh
Tim McKay and Jane Parks McKay
Robert McKean and Sloan Nota
Allison McKee
Barbara McKee
Dwight and Jillellen McKee
Pamela McKee
Douglas and Dana McLellan
Della and Keith McKenzie
Jane McKenzie and Quinn Comer
Mary and Donald McKenzie
Michael McKean and Carolyn Williams
Elizabeth Kinke and David W. Graves†
R. I. and Margaret McKinnon
Akinwummi K. McKenzie
Craig and Susan McKnight
Teri McKown and Allison Claire
Andrew and Vera McLean
Laura and J. Benjamin McLoughlin
Lucille McLoughlin and Mark Obrien
Mike and Kitty McMahon
Terry Mahon
Lori McInn
John and Susan McMurty
Michael McNair
Louise McNally
Barney and Maxine McNamara
Roger McMame
Michael E. McNeil and Tamara Scott
Tom McFerry and Mima Lecocq
Bruce and Mary McPherson
Bob McPhillips
Patricia E. Mcquade
Patricia McVeigh and Bill Patterson
John and Nancy Mead
Zena Meadowsong
George and Mary Mechl
Diana and Steven Neckfessel
Ann and David Mehr
Kavini Mehta
Lynn Mello
Nicholas Meltzer and Anita Diaz
Joy Melvin
Walter Melvin
Judith Menconi
Roy Mendelsohn and Kathy Foley
Duane Mensinger and Margaret Moore
Nancy Merritt
Susan Merritt and Lawrence Ford
Joan Mertz
Ken Mesheke and Barbara Sprenger
Mark Messersmith
Penny Metropulos
Mary Metzger
Thomas J. Meuser and Alisa Delliquadri
Gary and Cathy Meyer
Jerry Meyer
Karim Meyer
Marlene Meyer and Bruce Lieberman
Michael Meyer
Paul Meyerhofer
Dorothy T. Myers
Allison and Stuart Meyler
yonat Michaelov
Joe Michalak and Judith Steen
Paul Michel
David Michele
Hope Michelsen and Dahv Kliner
Ken W. Mignosa and Therese A. McCrory
Anicka Mihalik (d)
Robert Milby
Sarah Milder
Mary and Albie Miles
Nathan Millikowsky
Rebecca Millikowsky
Shira Milikowsky
Alice and Matthew Miller
Charles Miller and Deirdre A. Lounway
Craig and Dusty Miller
Frances and Donald Miller
Harry and Bessie Miller
J. Michael Miller
Joan Miller
Judith Miller and Louis Miller
Mary Miller and Fred Linker
Patricia A. and Robert C. Miller
T. Cathy Miller and Pamela Landry
Teresa and Keith Miller
Joyce Milligan
Celiane Milner
Derek and Susan Minihane
Frank Minuti
D. G. Mitchell
Kerry and Charles Mitchell
Edward Mocarski
Robert Moeller and Lynn Mally
The Honorable Bill Monning
Lance Monosoff
Stephanie Montagne
Peter Montesano and Ann Lindsey
James Montgomery and Gale Snow
Jim and Mary Beth Montgomery
Michele Moody-Adams and James Adams
Alison and James Moore
Charles Moore
Gregory Moore
James Moore
Joan L. Moore
Marilyn and Robert Moore
Richard Moore
Sheila Moore
Jacob Mor
Barbara Moran and Charlie Haas
Caprice and Mark Moran
A. Morcomb
Giovanna Morelli
Joseph Moreno and Rosie Ramirez
Daniel Morgali and Michelle Anderson
Rebecca and James Morgan
Ann Morhauser and Steve Munson
Neil Morse and Jane Kenner
Jerry Mosgrove
Thomas Mosgrove
Dania Moss
William Mosteller
Ruth Mata
Leanore and Donald Motley
Rajeev Motwani (d)
Robert Moyer
Liza Muhly
Bert and Lois Muhy
Ann and James Mulally
Colleen Mulholand
Paul J. and Carmen Mulholand
Nancy Mulkey
David Mulligan
Sandy and Chalon Mullins
Candace Muncey
Lisa Mune and Jeff Hodes
Deborah and William Munno
Bob Munsey
Yuji Muranaga
Catherine Murphy
Erin Murphy
Jane and Peter Murphy
Kathleen and Johnny Musser
Rachel Musser
Rebecca Musser
Chris and Juliet Musso
Joanne Muszynski
Beth and Ken Myers
Susan Myers and Jane Lear
Diann Nagami
Robert Nahas and Emily Reilly
Tahir Naim
Molly Nakahara
Sheila Namir and Helene Moglen
Burton and Marlene Nanus
Ernie Nasisimbene
Matthew Nathanson
Mercedes and Juan Navarro
Valerie Naylor
Chris Nekklsson and Peggy Dolgenos
Pat and John Nellany
Charlotte Nelson
Deborah Nelson
Elisa Nelson
Erik Nelson
James Nelson and Teri Chanturai
Thomas and Lydia Nelson
Mark and Sharon Nelson
Mark A. Nelson
Ross and Cate Nelson
Tom Nemick
Nadine Nemet and Peter Wilde
Edwin and Lane Nemeth
Anthony Nemirovsky
Rebecca Nestle
Kimberly and Jeff Netzeband
Cary Neunzig
Glenn P. Nevill
Gloria P. Newhouse
Ray Newkirk
Merrill and Alicia Newman
Eric Newton and Mary Hogan
Khoa D. Nguyen
Kimhungh and Ruc Nguyen
Christine Nichol
Bruce and Linda Nicholson
Cody Nickell
Harvey and Judy Nickelson
Mark Nicolson
Dana and Jeannine Niehaus
John D. Nielsen
Kenneth and Jean Nikodym
Julie Niland
Sandra and John Nishio
Susan Nissen
Hayes and Patricia Noel
Lisa Nolan
Thomas Nold and Jennifer Denning
Willard and Marion Norberg
Maya Nordberg
Robin Nordli
Martin and Susan Nordlof
Marisa Nordstrom
Craig and Beverly Or Noreen
Cary North
Christine Northup
Dona and Gary Novack
Linda Novotny
John and Karen Nyere
Gail Oakley
Lee Oberg
Harry and Leslie Oberhelman
Bart O'Brien
Joseph Groves and Ellen O'Brien
Jerrold O'Brien
Jon O'Brien
Susan and John O'Brien
Jill and James O'Callahan
Sandra and Roberto Ocampo
Tim Ocel
Ruth Ocheltree
Kevin O'Connell
Marianne and Thomas O'Connell
Thomas O'Connor and Daphne Werth
Lois Oda
Teri Odom and Bill Berry
Zach O'Donnell
Chris and Rodney T. Ogawa
Michael O'Grady
Pat O'Grady and Elizabeth Falade
David Ohanesian and Susan Kriven
Patrick O'Hara and Lynne Stoops
Tetsuro Obayashi
Jan and Michael Okinuma
Monica Olden and Marc L. Sherman
Ronald Oliveira and Karen Yamashita
Barbara Oliver
Natalie T. Oliver
Kirstin Olsen
Vernon and Dorothy Olsen
Terry Olson and Remelle Olson
Thomas C. Olson
Marjorie Olson-Holmes
Michael O'Malley
Fernando Ona
Henry Ondunk
Bridget O'Neill
Jack O'Neill
Joar and Michele Opheim
Jonathan Orbits
Susan Orbuch and Jim Gilbert
Robert and Andrea Ordin
Florence Orenstein
Stephen Orgel
Lisa and Thomas O'Rourke
Franklin and Susan Orr
Mary A. Orr
Robert Orrizzi
Elizabeth Orser-Cataldi and Richard Orser
Gayle and Joseph Ortiz
Lisa and Rafael Ortiz
Joan R. Osborne
Joel and Marlene Osman
Irene Osterbrook
Miriam Ostroff
Kevin and Katherine O'Sullivan
Elizabeth O'Toole
Nancy Ottenstein
William and Erica Ow
Lynne Owen
Bill and Kathleen Owen
Helen Oxley
Joe Pacheco
Louise Packard and Larry Moskowitz
Daniel and Nancy Paduano
Stella Page
Kathryn Paisley and Eric Raff
Joanna Palacin
Sherry L. Palacios
Patrizia Pallaro and Atesh Sonneborn
Debbie Palmer
Wayne Palmer and Earleen Overend
Adrienne Papp
George Pappas
Patricia Paramoure
Paul and Katherine Parenti
Arlene Park
Marlene and William Park
Barbara Parker
Barbara B. Parker
Bradley Gordon Parker
Dan Parker
Evan Parker and Lloyd Thorne
Janet Parker
Laurence and Lynn Parker
Randy Parker
Rebecca Parker
Thomas and Joy Parker
Dennis Parks
Mary Parks-Luntao and Ruperto Luntao
Susan Parrish
Yuni Alexander Parsons
Anamari Pasdar
Andrea G. Pastor
Annette B. Patch
Jerry Patch
Praf Patel
Suni Patel
Pierre Patino
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